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cool air, lmpodant deadlines and demanding colleagues fade into insignificance as you scramble on
loose soil before you collapse against a rock and look up to see a magnificent panorama of gleaming
snow-capped mountains, From a physical perspective, walking is one of the most natural movement
patterns known to man and can be used as a powerful tool to strengthen the body, The integrated
use of the arms, legs and torso while trekking boosts metabolism, helps your body absorb key
nutrients from yourfood and leads to improved circulation, respiration and detoxification, Trekking
over uneven terrain will challenge and therefore develop your body's sense of balance and control,
while breathing in the fresh, oxygenated air of a natural environment will increase the vitality of every
living cell in your body,
It is easy to appreciate why each year thousands of Australians head off to trekking destinations
such as Kokoda Tasmania, Mount Kilimanjaro, Everest Base Camp or l\rlachu Picchu, Despite the
huge psychological and physical benefits of trekking, embarking on a trek when you spend a large
proportion of your time in a hard-woking office environment without undertaking adequate physical
training can quickly turn the adventure of a lifetime into a tenible ordeal. Given the potential cost of
an overseas trek, the need for proper preparation becomes even more worthwhile, and the recent
tragedies at Kokoda have highlighted the ultimate price of not being appropriately prepared.

But in how many ways can you really train for the movement of putting one foot in front of the
othe0 How else do you condition yourself for a trek other than by going for a series of long walks?
A common mistake made by many trekkers is to focus solely on cardiovascular training before
embarking on a trek, Climbing up a steep, slippery and uneven track with mud clinging to your
boots requires a great deal of leg strength and nothing gets the thighs burning like a descent back
down a sharp slope with a heavy pack on your back, The most effective way to prepare yourself for
these situations is to support your aerobic kaining by building a strong base of stability and strength
through appropnate resistance training, This will increase your ability to trek more efficiently and
reduce your ch ance of injury You will also receive the added benefit of improving your body shape
by building lean muscle that boosts your metabolism,
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Recommended by Naturopaths
& Healthcare Professionals
All orders and enquiries
contact our sales team:
T 07 5539 51 86
F 07 5564 8673
E sales@purewellness. net.au
Available at your local
healthfood store or online at
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